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Abstract
Pairwise “same-cluster” queries are one of the most widely used forms of supervision in semi-supervised clustering. However, it is impractical to ask human oracles
to answer every query correctly. In this paper, we study the influence of allowing
“not-sure” answers from a weak oracle and propose an effective algorithm to handle
such uncertainties in query responses. Two realistic weak oracle models are considered where ambiguity in answering depends on the distance between two points.
We show that a small query complexity is adequate for effective clustering with
high probability by providing better pairs to the weak oracle. Experimental results
on synthetic and real data show the effectiveness of our approach in overcoming
supervision uncertainties and yielding high quality clusters. 1
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Introduction

Clustering is one of the most popular procedures for extracting meaningful insights from unlabeled
data. However, clustering is also very challenging for a wide variety of reasons [14]. Finding the
optimal solution of even the simple k-means objective is known to be NP-hard [13, 17, 23, 20].
Second, the quality of a clustering algorithm is difficult to evaluate without context. Semi-supervised
clustering is one way to overcome these problems by providing a small amount of additional
knowledge related to the task [9, 12, 10, 11, 6, 16, 18, 4, 19, 1].
The semi-supervised active clustering (SSAC) framework proposed by Ashtiani et al. [4] combines
both margin property and pairwise constraints in the active query setting. A domain expert can help
clustering by answering same-cluster queries, which ask whether two samples belong to the same
cluster or not. By using an algorithm with two phases, it was shown that the oracle’s clustering can be
recovered in polynomial time with high probability. However, their formulation of the same-cluster
query has only two choices of answers, yes or no. This might be impractical as a domain expert can
also encounter ambiguous situations which are difficult to respond to in a short time.
Our work is motivated by the following question: “Is it possible to perform a clustering task efficiently
even with a non-ideal domain expert?”. We answer this question by formulating practical weak oracle
models and allowing not-sure answers to query responses. Our model assumptions considers two
reasonable scenarios that may lead to ambiguity in answering a same-cluster query: (i) distance
between two points from different clusters is too small, and (ii) distance between two points within
the same cluster is too large. We prove that our improved SSAC algorithm can work well under
uncertainties if there exists at least one cluster element close enough to the center.
Experimental results on both synthetic and real data show the effective performance of our approach.
In particular, our algorithm successfully deals with uncertainties compared to the previous SSAC
algorithm by relaxing an oracle’s role and providing better pairs for annotation in an active semisupervision framework.
1
This paper focuses on the distance-based weak oracle models with additional experimental results. Proofs
for theoretical results are available in the extended version. [15]
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Problem Setting

For the purpose of theoretical analysis, the domain of data is assumed to be the Euclidean space Rm ,
and each center
P of a clustering C is defined as a mean of elements in the corresponding cluster, i.e.
µi = |C1i | x∈Ci x, ∀i ∈ [k]. Then, an optimal solution of the k-means clustering is a center-based
clustering.2 Also, a γ-margin property ensures the existence of an optimal clustering.
Definition 1 (Center-based clustering). A clustering C = {C1 , · · · , Ck } is a center-based clustering
of X ⊂ Rm with k clusters, if there exists a set of centers µ = {µ1 , · · · , µk } ⊂ Rm satisfying the
following condition with a distance metric d(x, y):
x ∈ Ci ⇔ i = arg minj d(x, µj ), ∀x ∈ X and i ∈ [k]
Definition 2 (γ-margin property - Clusterability). Let C be a center-based clustering of X with
clusters C = {C1 , · · · , Ck } and corresponding centers {µ1 , · · · , µk }. C satisfies the γ-margin
property if the following condition is true:
γd(x, µi ) < d(y, µi ), ∀i ∈ [k], ∀x ∈ Ci , ∀y ∈ X \ Ci
Problem Formulation We apply the SSAC algorithm on data X , which is supported by a weak
oracle that receives weak same-cluster queries. The true clustering C satisfies the γ-margin property.
Definition 3 (Weak Same-cluster Query). A weak same-cluster query asks whether two data points
x1 , x2 ∈ X belong to the same cluster and receives one of three responses from an oracle.

if x1 , x2 are in the same cluster
1
Q(x1 , x2 ) = 0
if not-sure

−1 if x1 , x2 are in different clusters
Definition 4 (Weak Pairwise Cluster-assignment Query). A weak pairwise cluster-assignment query
identifies the cluster index of a given data point x by asking k weak same-cluster queries Q(x, yi ),
where yi ∈ Cπ(i) , i ∈ [k]. One of k + 1 responses is inferred from an oracle with C = {C1 , · · · , Ck }.
π(·) is a permutation defined on [k] which is determined during the assignment process accordingly.

t if x ∈ Cπ(t) , t ∈ [k]
Q(x) =
0 if not-sure
In our framework, the cluster-assignment process uses k weak same-cluster queries and therefore
only depends on pairwise information provided by weak oracles. And we denote the radius of a
cluster as r(Ci ) , maxx∈Ci d(x, µi ) throughout the paper.
Algorithm 1 SSAC for Weak Oracles
Input: Dataset X , an oracle for weak query Q, target number of clusters k, sampling numbers (η, β),
and a parameter δ ∈ (0, 1).
1: C = {}, S1 = X , r = dkηe
2: for i = 1 to k do
3:
- Phase 1:
4:
Z ∼ Uniform(Si , r)
// Draw r samples from Si
5:
for 1 ≤ t ≤ k do
6:
Zt = {x ∈ Z : Q(x) = t}
// Pairwise cluster-assignment query
7:
end for
P
8:
p = arg maxt |Zt |, µ0p , |Z1p | x∈Zp x
- Phase 2:
Ŝi = sorted(Si )
// Increasing order of d(x, µ0p ), x ∈ Si
11:
ri0 = BinarySearch(Ŝi , Zp , µ0p , β)
// Same-cluster query
0
0
0
12:
Cp = {x ∈ Si : d(x, µp ) < ri }, Si+1 = Si \ Cp0 , C = C ∪ {Cp0 }
13: end for
Output: A clustering C of the set X
9:
10:
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In fact, this will hold for all Bregman divergences [8].
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SSAC with Distance-Weak Oracles

It is reasonable to expect the accuracy of feedback from domain experts to depend on the inherent
ambiguities of the given pairs of samples. The cause of “not-sure” answer for the same-cluster query
can be investigated based on the distance between the elements in a feature space. Two reasons for
having indefinite answers are considered in this work: (i) points from different clusters are too close,
and (ii) points within the same cluster are too far. The first situation happens a lot in the real world.
For instance, distinguishing wolves from dogs is not an easy task if a Siberian Husky is considered.
The second case is also reasonable, because it might be difficult to compare characteristics of two
points within the same cluster if they have quite dissimilar features.
Algorithm 2 Unified-Weak BinarySearch
Input: Sorted dataset Ŝi = {x1 , · · · , x|Sˆi | } in increasing order of d(xj , µ0p ), an oracle for weak
query Q, target cluster p, set of assignment-known points Zp , empirical mean µ0p , and a sampling
number β ≤ |Zp |.
1: - Search(xj ∈ Ŝi ):
2:
Select the point x1 and use it for same-cluster queries
3:
if Q(x1 , xj ) = 1 then Set left bound index as j + 1
4:
else if Q(x1 , xj ) = −1 then Set right bound index as j − 1
5:
else
6:
Sample β − 1 points from Zp . B ⊆ Zp , |B| = β − 1
7:
Weak same-cluster query Q(xj , y), for all y ∈ B
8:
if xj is in cluster Cp then Set left bound index as j + 1
9:
else Set right bound index as j − 1
10:
end if
11:
end if
12: - Stop: Found the smallest index j ∗ such that xj ∗ is not in Cp
Output: ri0 = d(xj ∗ , µ0p )
Remark 1. Algorithm 2 can also handle oracles with a random behavior. β = 1 is sufficient for
distance-weak oracles.
Local Distance-Weak Oracle We define the first weak-oracle model sensitive to distance, a local
distance-weak oracle, in a formal way to include two vague situations described before. These
confusing cases for local distance-weak oracle are visually depicted in Figure 1 for better explanation.
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Figure 1: Visual representation of two not-sure cases for the local distance-weak oracle. (Left) Two
points from the different clusters are too close. (Right) Two points from the same clusters are too far.
Definition 5 (Local Distance-Weak Oracle). An oracle having a clustering C = {C1 , · · · , Ck } for
data X is said to be (ν, ρ) local distance-weak with parameters ν ≥ 1 and ρ ∈ (0, 1], if Q(x, y) = 0
for any given two points x, y ∈ X satisfying one of the following conditions:
(a) d(x, y) < (ν − 1) min{d(x, µi ), d(y, µj )}, where x ∈ Ci , y ∈ Cj , i 6= j
(b) d(x, y) > 2ρr(Ci ), where x, y ∈ Ci
One way to overcome the uncertainty is to provide at least one good point in a query, i.e. better
pairs. If one of the points x and y for the query Q(x, y) is close enough to the center of a cluster, a
local distance-weak oracle does not get confused in answering. This situation is realistic because one
3

representative data sample of a cluster might be a good baseline when comparing to other elements.
Theorem 1 is founded on this intuition, and we show that our modified version of SSAC will succeed
if at least one representative sample per cluster is suitable for the weak oracle.
Theorem 1. If a cluster Ci contains at least one point x∗ ∈ Ci satisfying d(x∗ , µi ) < clocal · r(Ci )
for all i ∈ [k], then combination of Algorithm 1 and 2 outputs the oracle’s clustering C with
probability at least 1 − δ by asking weak same-cluster queries
to a (ν, ρ) local distance-weak oracle.

(clocal = min{2ρ − 1, γ − ν + 1} − 2 , where  ≤ γ−1
2
Sketch of Proof. We first show the effect of a point close to the center on weak queries. Then
the possibility of having a close empirical mean is provided by defining good sets and calculating
data-driven probability of failure from it. Last, an assignment-known point is identified to remove the
uncertainty of same-cluster queries used in the binary search step.
Global Distance-Weak Oracle A global distance-weak oracle fails to answer depending on the
distance of each point to its respective cluster center. In this case, both elements x and y should be in
the covered range of an oracle if they don’t belong to the same cluster.
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Figure 2: Visual representation of two not-sure cases for the global distance-weak oracle. The red
box indicates the difference with the local distance-weak oracle.
Definition 6 (Global Distance-Weak Oracle). An oracle having a clustering C = {C1 , · · · , Ck } for
data X is said to be ρ global distance-weak with parameter ρ ∈ (0, 1], if Q(x, y) = 0 for any given
two points x, y ∈ X satisfying one of the following conditions:
(a) d(x, µi ) > ρr(Ci ) or d(y, µj ) > ρr(Cj ), where x ∈ Ci , y ∈ Cj , i 6= j
(b) d(x, y) > 2ρr(Ci ), where x, y ∈ Ci
The problem of a global distance-weak oracle compared to the local distance-weak model is the
increased ambiguity in distinguishing elements from different clusters. Nevertheless, once we get a
good estimate of the center, better pairs with one good point can be still found to support the oracle
in answering same-cluster queries.
Theorem 2. If a cluster Ci contains at least one point x∗ ∈ Ci satisfying d(x∗ , µi ) < cglobal · r(Ci )
for all i ∈ [k], then combination of Algorithm 1 and 2 outputs the oracle’s clustering C with
probability at least 1 − δ, by asking weak
 same-cluster queries to a ρ global distance-weak oracle.
(cglobal = 2ρ − 1 − 2 , where  ≤ γ−1
2
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Experimental Results

Synthetic Data Points of each cluster are generated from isotropic Gaussian distribution. We
assume that there exists a ground truth oracle’s clustering, and the goal is to recover it where labels
are partially provided via weak same-cluster queries. For visual representation, 2-dimensional data
points are considered, and other parameters are set to n = 600 (number of points), k = 3 (number of
clusters), and σstd = 2.0. Data points satisfy γ-margin property with condition γmin ≤ γ ≤ γmax .
To focus on scenarios with narrow margins, γmin = 1.0 and γmax = 1.1 are chosen.
MNIST γ-margin property is difficult to evaluate and satisfy in real world data as a good representation or an embedding space is not given. Therefore, we assumed that the oracle has a 2-dimensional
embedding space equivalent to the one generated by t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) algorithm [22]. We used digits 0, 6, and 8 in the subset of MNIST dataset for similarity.3
3

Sample MNIST (2500 points) is from the t-SNE code. https://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/
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Figure 3: Synthetic data. (a),(b): Local distance-weak oracle, cdist ∈ {0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. (c),(d): Global
distance-weak oracle, cdist ∈ {0.7, 0.85, 1.0}. x-axis: η ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20, 30} (Number of samples)
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Figure 4: MNIST. (a),(b): Local distance-weak oracle, cdist ∈ {0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. (c),(d): Global
distance-weak oracle, cdist ∈ {0.6, 0.8, 1.0}. x-axis: η ∈ {2, 5, 10, 20, 30} (Number of samples)
Evaluation Each round of the evaluation is composed of experiments with different parameter
settings on (η, cdist ). Parameters for the distance-weak oracles, ρ and ν, are controlled by cdist in
the experiments: ρ = cdist and ν = max(1, γ) + 2 · (1 − cdist ). β is fixed as 1 since we are only
considering distance-weak oracles. η and cdist are varied in each round, and the task is repeated
5000 (MNIST) and 10000 (Synthetic) times. Two evaluation metrics are considered: Accuracy is
the ratio of correctly recovered data points averaged over n points, and #F ailure is the total number
of failures occurred at cluster-assignments. The best permutation for the cluster labels is investigated
based on the distances between estimated centers and true centers for the evaluation. To compare the
performance of our improved SSAC, the original one [4] receives random answers, Q(x, y) = ±1
with probability 0.5, whenever an oracle encounters the case of not-sure. Also, pairs used in the
binary search steps are randomly selected from the cluster-known points.
Results An accuracy improves as η increases, and this shows the importance of enough number
of samples to succeed in clustering with weak oracles. In fact, even small number of samples are
sufficient in practice. Failures of the SSAC algorithm can happen as it is a probabilistic algorithm.
When η is really small, the possibility of failure increases as we have only few chances to ask
cluster-assignment queries. For example, if η = 2, only r = dkηe = 6 points are sampled. Then, if
all 6 cluster-assignment queries fail, Phase 1 fails which leads to the recovery of less than k clusters.
However, such situations rarely occur if η is large enough.
Results in Figure 3 and 4 show that our improved algorithm (solid lines) outperforms the vanilla
SSAC (dashed lines) by allowing not-sure query responses to relax oracles. Especially, results on
synthetic data clearly prove the effectiveness of providing better pairs to weak oracles in binary search
steps. Our algorithm is robust against the different level of distance weakness. Also, empirical results
on MNIST further supports the practicality of our algorithm and weak models.4
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Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presents an approach for utilizing weak oracles in clustering. Specifically, we suggest two
realistic types of domain experts who can provide an answer “not-sure” for the same-cluster query.
For each model, probabilistic guarantee on discovering the oracle’s clustering is provided based on
our improved algorithm. In particular, a single element close enough to the cluster center mitigates
ambiguous supervision by providing better pairs to an oracle. One interesting future direction is to
accommodate embedding learning methods for the real-world clustering tasks.
4

The source code is available online. https://github.com/twankim/weaksemi
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